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Ielts academic reading true false not given practice pdf

Does the information in the statement match the information in the passage? On your answer sheet write TRUE   if the statement agrees with the information FALSE   if the statement contradicts the information NOT GIVEN   if there is no information on this statement 1       Winston Churchill won the 1945
election. In the summer of 1945, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill’s approval rating was understandably high. He’d just led the Allies to victory in Europe, and politicians and commentators confidently predicted that he would lead the Conservatives to victory at the forthcoming general election. Yet
those who anticipated Conservative victory were shocked when the Labour Party won the House of Commons in a landslide, costing Churchill his office.  Churchill was popular as a military leader, but voters favoured the Labour Party in part because, while Churchill had focused on winning the war from
1940 to 1945, the Labour Party helped rule the home front. Although the Conservatives lost in 1945, they won a majority in the early 1950s, making Churchill the prime minister again. Does the information in the statements match the information in the passage? On your answer sheet write TRUE if the
statement agrees with the informationFALSE if the statement contradicts the informationNOT GIVEN if there is no information on this statement NefertitiNefertiti (ca. 1370 – ca. 1330 BC) was an Egyptian queen and the Great Royal Wife (chief consort) of Akhenaten, an Egyptian Pharaoh. Nefertiti and her
husband were known for a religious revolution, in which they worshiped one god only, Aten, or the sun disc. Akhenaten and Nefertiti were responsible for the creation of a whole new religion which changed the ways of religion within Egypt. With her husband, she reigned at what was arguably the
wealthiest period of Ancient Egypt. Some scholars believe that Nefertiti ruled briefly as Neferneferuaten after her husband”s death and before the accession of Tutankhamun, although this is a matter of ongoing debate. Questions 1-3 1   Nefertiti and her husband believed in a single deity. 2   Nefertiti is the
most famous queen in Egypt’s history. 3   Nefertiti was an Egyptian Pharaoh. 1. True 2. Not Given 3. False В IELTS, самом популярном тесте на знание английского языка, задания на True/False/Not Given раздела Reading кажутся одними из самых сложных. Основной проблемой для
студентов становится вариант «Not Given». Большинство кандидатов не привыкло к наличию такой опции, и она их сильно смущает. Слишком много времени тратится на то, чтобы убедиться: действительно ли «Not Given», и это может повлиять на результаты всего экзамена. Так что
же на самом деле скрывается за True/False/Not Given? «True» означает, что текст согласуется или подтверждает информацию из утверждения. «False» значит, что текст противоречит данным, изложенным в утверждении. «Not Given» свидетельствует, что информации нет вовсе или
она не имеет прямой связи с заявлением. Упражнение True/False/Not Given Вот пример. Сначала прочтите текст. Затем ответьте на 3 вопроса, расположенных под ним. Проверка Определившись с ответами, проверьте себя: True (Children under 12 must not leave the camp unless
accompanied by an adult) False (Bedtime is at 10.30 for children under 12) Not Given (there is no such information in the passage. It says “visitors” and does not specify what kind of visitors) Что нужно усвоить: советы и хитрости для IELTS Reading Итак, каковы ключевые стратегии при работе с
этим вопросом? Внимательно читайте инструкции и все утверждения. Постарайтесь понять общий смысл фразы, не сосредотачивайтесь только на ключевых словах. Выделите слова, определяющие высказывание, например: some, all, mainly, often, always и occasionally. Эти слова
предназначены для проверки вашей внимательности, потому что могут изменить смысл. Не перескакивайте с одного на другое и не пытайтесь сканировать отрывок в поисках ответа. Чтобы понять мысль автора, нужно прочесть соответствующую часть текста очень внимательно.
Подумайте, какие синонимы могут быть использованы в тексте. Это поможет вам найти нужные абзацы. Ответы располагаются в тексте по порядку. Иначе говоря, ответ на первое задание идет в начале отрывка, за ним следует ответ на второе, а все остальные стоит искать ближе к
концу. Не тратьте слишком много времени на поиск каждого из ответов. Если вы не знаете, что сказать, отмечайте вариант «Not Given». Скорее всего, ваше замешательство объясняется тем, что ответа в тексте просто нет. И наконец: Не нужно выдвигать предположения, основываясь
на собственных знаниях или опыте. Читайте текст и ищите все ответы в нем. Не возвращайтесь к уже проработанным заданиям. У вас появится соблазн построить длинную логическую цепочку, а она сможет увести вас в неверном направлении. Пробный тест IELTS Задания из
разряда True/False/Not Given кажутся сложными, потому что большинство кандидатов никогда не сталкивалось с ними ранее. Они не встречаются в школьных экзаменах по английскому — впрочем, это справедливо и для других типов заданий раздела Reading: matching headings to
paragraphs, sentence completion и т. д. Именно поэтому нужно обязательно пройти несколько пробных тестов IELTS заранее. Неважно, насколько хорошо вы владеете языком, вам будет очень сложно на тесте, если вы не разобрались с типами заданий. Автор перевода — Давиденко
Вячеслав, основатель компании MBA Consult Оригинал Free practice reading for IELTS True False Not Given questions. IELTS reading TFNG questions come in both the Academic reading test and the General Training reading test. Below are 4 FREE practice lessons for IELTS TFNG questions.
They are practice lessons for IELTS candidates and are aimed at helping people develop awareness and skills to successfully tackle these types of reading questions. Before you do reading practice, watch this Free Video Lesson about how to successfully tackle these questions: TFNG Tips Video Note: If
you are confused about the answers to any questions below, please check the comments boxes where I have explained in detail. TFNG Reading: Exercise 1 Passage: The Thames Tunnel The Thames Tunnel was a tunnel built under the River Thames in London. It was the first subaqueous tunnel ever
built and many people claimed it was the Eighth Wonder of the World at the time it was opened. It was opened in 1843 to pedestrians only and people came from far and wide to see the marvel. The day it was first opened, it attracted fifth thousand people to enter the tunnel and walk its length of almost
400 metres. The Thames Tunnel was used by people from all classes. The working class used it for its functional use of crossing from one side of the river to another, while for the middle classes and upper classes, it was a tourist experience. In the age of sail and horse-drawn coaches, people travelled a
long way to visit the tunnel, but this was not enough to make the tunnel a financial success. It had cost over £500,000 to complete which in those days was a considerable amount of money. However, even though it attracted about 2 million people each year, each person only paid a penny to use it. The
aim had been for the tunnel to be used by wheeled vehicles to transport cargo so that it could bring in a profit. But this failed and the tunnel eventually became nothing more than a tourist attraction selling souvenirs. In 1865, the tunnel became part of the London Underground railway system which
continues to be its use today. Questions 1-8 Are the following statements true, false or not given according to the information in the passage? True = the statement matches the information in the passage. False = the statement contradicts the information in the passage. Not Given = the information is not
found in the passage.   The Thames Tunnel was the first tunnel ever built under a river. The Thames Tunnel was the Eighth Wonder of the World. People were drawn from all over to see the Thames Tunnel. The tunnel was used more by the middle and upper classes. People were able to travel by sea or
land in those days. The aim of the tunnel was to turn a profit as a tourist attraction. Statues of the tunnel could be bought as souvenirs. The tunnel is no longer used as a pedestrian walkway to cross the river. Answers Click below to reveal the answers. Answers TRUE “It was the first subaqueous tunnel
ever built… “ You might not know the word “subaqueous” but I’m sure you are familiar with “subway” which means a way under the ground. You might also recognise the word “aqua” as being connected with water. Even if you don’t know words, you can make an educated guess about the answer.  
FALSE “…many believed it was the Eighth Wonder of the World at the time…… “ It was something people believed at that time. It was not a fact. TRUE “…drew people from far and wide…” The word “draw” in this context means to attract. “from all over” is an expression which does not mean from every
individual country in the world. It is a vague expression – from many places. NOT GIVEN The passage does not state how much each class used the tunnel. TRUE “In the age of sail and horse-drawn coaches….” “sail” refers to boats (sea) and “horse-drawn coaches” were the method of land travel.
FALSE “The aim had been for the tunnel to be used by wheeled vehicles to transport cargo so that it could bring in a profit.” NOT GIVEN There is no information about what types of souvenirs were sold. TRUE “In 1865, the tunnel became part of the London Underground system which continues to be its
use today.” Note: This passage was created by IELTS Liz. Information for this passage was sourced from various websites: ikbrunel.org.uk, wiki, britcannica.com and other sources. . TFNG Reading: Exercise 2 Passage: Pyramid Building The most famous pyramid is the Great Pyramid of Giza which is
actually only one of over a hundred surviving pyramids. There is a long-standing question about how the pyramids were built given the lack of technology over 4,000 years ago but scientists are piecing together the puzzle. The blocks which make up the pyramids were hewn from quarries and then
transported to the pyramids for construction. This was an incredible feat considering the distance that the raw materials had to travel and their enormous weight. The transportation of the materials was either by river using a boat or by land using a wooden sledge. Given the softness of the ground, the
wheel would have been of little use had it been invented at that time. It is believed that the sand in front of the sledge was wet with water in order to facilitate the movement of the sledge and reduce friction. These sledges were pulled manually or sometimes by using beasts of burden depending on the
ease at which the sledges could move over the ground. Interestingly, two thousand years after the pyramid building era of the Ancient Egyptians, the Romans moved stones using similar techniques at Baalbek. Once the blocks arrived at the pyramid construction site, it is thought they were moved into
place using a ramp and pulley system. The Old Kingdom period in Ancient Egyptian history is also known as the pyramid building era. The Ancient Egyptians achieved the most remarkable feats of building work which have still not been surpassed, particularly given the primitive technology used to build
them. There is nothing remotely mystical or magical about how the pyramids were built as is commonly thought. Further still, while popular belief is that the Great Pyramid was built using slave labour, this theory has since been debunked. The first building made in a pyramid shape is thought to be the
Stepped Pyramid which consists of six steps placed on top of each other in a pyramid shape to create the world’s first superstructure. The credit to finally achieving a smooth sided pyramid goes to Imhotep, an architect commissioned by King Sneferu. The pyramids were not an instant achievement, but
the achievement of trial and error. Download: This reading exercise can be downloaded for use at home or in classrooms. Click here: Pyramids Reading TFNG.  Questions 1-9 Decide if the statements below are True, False or Not Given according to the information in the passage. The controversy over
the method used in the construction of the pyramids has been solved by scientists. It is possible that Ancient Egyptians could have lubricated paths to aid transportation by sledge. Sleds were dragged by animals not humans. The Romans learned the techniques of moving huge stones from the Ancient
Egyptians. The building work of the Ancient Egyptians is unrivalled. Some people believe that magic may have been used by the Ancient Egyptians to build the pyramids. The Great Pyramid was built using slave labour. It took more than one attempt to get the construction of the pyramids right. Note:
Photo by Les Anderson Answers Click below to reveal the answers: Answers FALSE “…scientists are piecing together the puzzle.” = currently – a work in progress – not finished. TRUE “It is believed that the sand in front of the sledge was wet with water in order to facilitate the movement of the sledges
and reduce friction.” FALSE “These sledges were pulled manually or sometimes by using beasts of burden …”  manually = by hand (people) beast of burden = animal Not Given The passage gives no information about who the Roman’s learned from. “…using similar techniques at Baalbek”. The
preposition “at” means that “Baalbek” is a place, not a person.  TRUE “The Ancient Egyptians achieved the most remarkable feats of building work which have still not been surpassed ….”  TRUE  “There is nothing remotely mystical or magical about how the pyramids were built as is commonly thought. “
Meaning: “There is nothing magical – as is commonly thought. Meaning: “There is nothing magical but many people think there is.” The term “as is commonly thought” changes the whole meaning of the sentence given and converts it to the meaning above. This is high level English. If you get this question
wrong, it is due to language, not technique.  If you struggle to understand this one, you might need to ask an English language teacher to give you a lesson on the use of this expression. FALSE “…while popular belief is that the Great Pyramid was built using slave labour, this theory has since been
debunked.” debunked = discredited TRUE “The pyramids were not an instant achievement, but the achievement of trial and error.” Note: This passage was created by IELTS Liz. Information for this passage was sourced from various websites: catchpenny..org, wiki, bbc.co.uk and other sources . TFNG
Reading: Exercise 3 Passage: Beethoven Composer Ludwig van Beethoven was born on or near December 16, 1770, in Bonn, Germany. He is widely considered the greatest composer of all time. Sometime between the births of his two younger brothers, Beethoven’s father began teaching him music
with an extraordinary rigour and brutality that affected him for the rest of his life. On a near daily basis, Beethoven was flogged, locked in the cellar and deprived of sleep for extra hours of practice. He studied the violin and clavier with his father as well as taking additional lessons from organists around
town. Beethoven was a prodigiously talented musician from his earliest days and displayed flashes of the creative imagination that would eventually reach farther than any composer’s before or since. In 1804, only weeks after Napoleon proclaimed himself Emperor, Beethoven debuted his Symphony No.
3 in Napoleon’s honor. It was his grandest and most original work to date — so unlike anything heard before that through weeks of rehearsal, the musicians could not figure out how to play it. At the same time as he was composing these great and immortal works, Beethoven was struggling to come to
terms with a shocking and terrible fact, one that he tried desperately to conceal. He was going deaf. At the turn of the century, Beethoven struggled to make out the words spoken to him in conversation. Despite his extraordinary output of beautiful music, Beethoven was frequently miserable throughout his
adult life. Beethoven died on March 26, 1827, at the age of 56. Notice: The passage above is from biography.com. You can read the full article on this page: Ludwig Van Beethoven. There is also a great video to watch about this composer. Questions 1 – 8 Are the following statements True, False or Not
Given according to the information in the passage. It is not known exactly when Beethoven was born. Beethoven suffered cruelty at the hands of his father. Beethoven was denied hours of sleep as a punishment for poor performance. Beethoven’s father was also a talented musician. Beethoven’s
 Symphony No. 3 was inspired by a famous man. In the early 1800’s Beethoven struggled to follow a conversation. Answers Click below to reveal the answers. Answers True True False Not Given Not Given The main problem people have with this question is the word “inspire”. The word “inspire” and the
words “in someone’s honor” are not at all the same. They have a completely different meaning. Check an online dictionary to find out. True . TFNG Reading Exercise 4 Passage: Spam Messaging  SPAM, as every user of mobile phones in China is aware to their intense annoyance, is a roaring trade in
China. Its delivery-men drive through residential neighbourhoods in “text-messaging cars”, with illegal but easy-to-buy gadgetry they use to hijack links between mobile-phone users and nearby communications masts. They then target the numbers they harvest, blasting them with spam text messages
before driving away. Mobile-phone users usually see only the wearisome results: another sprinkling of spam messages offering deals on flats, investment advice and dodgy receipts for tax purposes. Chinese mobile-users get more spam text messages than their counterparts anywhere else in the world.
They received more than 300 billion of them in 2013, or close to one a day for each person using a mobile phone. Users in bigger markets like Beijing and Shanghai receive two a day, or more than 700 annually, accounting for perhaps one-fifth to one-third of all texts. Americans, by comparison, received
an estimated 4.5 billion junk messages in 2011, or fewer than 20 per mobile-user for the year—out of a total of more than two trillion text messages sent. (Notice: Passage from The economist, November 2014) Questions 1-7 Decide if the following questions are true, false or not given. In China, SPAM text
messaging is a successful business. People’s phone numbers are collected through the use of technology which cannot be readily bought. In no other country do people receive more Spam texts than in China. In 2013, the number of SPAM texts increased considerably to reach 300 billion. The majority of
all texts received in Shanghai and Beijing are SPAM. In 2011, Americans sent more texts than anywhere else in the world. Answers Click below to reveal the answers. Answers True False the gadgetry = technology easy to buy = readily bought This is false because the passage shows it is easy to buy
which contradicts the statement. True Not Given Most people get this question wrong because they don’t pay attention to meaning. The passage only gives one fixed number in time = over 300 billion. “Over 300 billion” means “more than 300 billion”, it does not indicate an increase or a decrease. False
only one third are SPAM at the most Not Given Vocabulary intense = strong / extreme roaring business = successful business / booming business residential = suburban gadget = device harvest information = collect / gather sprinkling = smattering counterparts = equals / colleagues spam messages = junk
messages digits = numbers / numerals . IELTS Reading Practice & Tips A free video lesson and list of tips for IELTS Reading TFNG: IELTS Reading TFNG Tips All Reading Lessons and Tips: IELTS Reading main page on ieltsliz.com …………………. Free Subscribe to get New Lessons by Email
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